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This paper aims to discuss the curriculum of teacher-training programmes for pre-

service mathematics teachers drawing on a three-year long research within a 

master’s programme in mathematics teaching for middle and high school pre-service 

teachers. We found the advantages on using deliberative dialogue to discuss how a 

group of pre-service teachers analyse the role of families during the mathematics 

learning school process. We conclude that teacher-training programmes developing 

competences may help future teachers to deal with potential conflicts when 

performing their work as teachers of mathematics. Although the ‘practicum’ is a 

short period, we have evidence of discussions regarding a developmental influence 

on social citizenship transversal competencies for teacher development. 
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INTRODUCTION: SCOPE AND PURPOSE 

We aim to encourage future teachers of mathematics to improve their professional 

practice by equipping them with didactical tools based on a rigorous theoretical 

foundation (Zavlasvsky & Sullivan, 2011). According to previous studies, for future 

teachers it is important to be aware of the increasing democratic participation of 

family members through out-of-school mathematical practices (Diez-Palomar, 2015). 

The Spanish education system express that mathematics teachers should be 

competent not only for understanding mathematical practices, nut also includes other 

general professional competencies such as having tutorial skills to make a bridge 

between the school system and family involvement. Our aim in this paper is to 

describe some changes observed among pre-service teachers (for middle and high 

school), during the three-year lifespan of an inter-university training program in 

Spain by introducing social/ecological aspects during didactical analysis in training 

courses. We expect to provide solid criteria to redesign mathematical tasks to allow 

family (and other members of the school community in a broader sense) to participate 

within the process of learning in mathematics.  

 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

We start from a context in which traditional models of instruction still dominate 

mathematics education especially at the high school and University level (Barquero et 
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al 2011). Most high school mathematics teachers see mathematics as a rigid and fixed 

body of knowledge, and they think that their responsibility is just to transmit this 

knowledge to their students. In such a framework, the intentionality of the 

deliberative dialogue (Skovsmose &Valero, 2001; Serradó, Vanegas & Gimenez, 

2015) is to facilitate the establishment of explicit democratic mathematics practices 

for future teachers involving families and learn from it. We assume deliberative 

dialogue as a communicative episode considering: (a) the reasons or lack of reasons 

for people’s preliminary opinions and judgements before actually making a final 

statement, (b) the pros and cons of possible decisions before actually making them, 

and (c) the benefits and losses of possible courses of action, before engaging in 

them.” (Serradó et al., 2015, p. 291) 

In fact, we know that two main variables influence mathematics participation and 

deliberation in rich tasks: the activity proposed, and the management. Regarding the 

management, interactive groups developed within the learning communities (Valls & 

Kyriakides, 2013) provide evidence that family involvement opens the possibility to 

increase learning interactions in [and out] of the classroom; such kind of practices 

improve students’ mathematics achievements (Díez-Palomar & Cabré, 2015). 

Learning communities draws on the participation of members of the educational 

community (in a broad sense, including families, neighbours, or anyone who want to 

collaborate with the school), to implement successful educational actions –SEAs– 

(Flecha, 2012). Family involvement is one of those SEAs. Epstein (2011) has pointed 

out the difference between parental engagement, parents’ participation, and family 

and community partnership, when talking about family and mathematics 

involvement. When parents (or other family or community members) want to support 

their children in learning mathematics, most of the times they have to go back to their 

schooling to remember their “mathematics”. In doing so, some conflicts emerge due 

to the changes in terms of curriculum that we have experienced in the last decades. 

Those “changes” (mathematics reform) make difficult for parents to help children 

with their school assignments (Hoover-Dempsey & Sandler, 1997). Some families 

start to recognize that they can no longer help their children. In such cases, family 

and community involvement depends on the large task to build individuals’ identities 

to become what Civil (2001) calls “resources”, as leaders or facilitators of their 

children learning. Drawing on our experience doing research in this domain, we can 

recognize that almost all future teachers are unaware of these ideas, and have pre-

judgements about the role of families in relation to the school system. 

In order to address that situation of [potential] conflict we want to introduce a 

theoretical framework, the deliberative dialogue that enables us to address the 

difficulties in clarifying the fuzzy border between participation, deliberative dialogue 

and their children’s mathematical learning. We understand that deliberate dialogue on 

mathematics classroom should enable vertical and horizontal forms of 

communication that support face-to-face and on-line dialogue and negotiation 

through deliberative interaction involving teachers, students and family members. 

The role of the teacher’s change is associated to deliberate dialogue and crucial when 



  

it comes to management, power, responsibility and judgement (Serradó, Vanegas & 

Giménez 2015).  

In our study we call ‘professional tasks’ those that we propose to future teachers in 

order to encourage them to perform didactic analysis and to develop the associated 

competencies. We understand ‘competence’ as the ability to design, apply and 

evaluate sequences of learning by means of didactic analysis techniques and 

involving the use of quality criteria. It is generally hypothesized that someone may 

reflect and improve their competence in terms of the analysis of mathematical 

classrooms, in order to make best use of the opportunities for being a teacher as 

‘teacher enquirer’ (Mason & Johnston-Wilder, 2004).  

In this paper we discuss data emerging from a teaching research project based on an 

inquiry and reflective practice framework in which we design and implement diverse 

teacher training cycles as teaching experiments that include the competence “family 

involvement” within the training program. From the outset, the development of these 

cycles, was explained by means of six types of professional tasks (Giménez, Font & 

Vanegas, 2013): 

 Analysis of mathematical practices, objects and mathematical processes;  

 Analysis of didactic interactions, conflicts and norms;  

 Evaluation of tasks and classroom episodes using quality criteria, including 

ecological issues;  

 Design and implementation of a lesson in their [pre-service teachers] period of 

internship;  

 Analysis and evaluation of the suitability of the didactic implemented unit;  

 Improvement of their lessons designs (for future implementation). 

According to this perspective, the mathematical activity plays a central role in terms 

of systems of operative and discursive practices. From these practices, the different 

types of related mathematical objects emerge; building cognitive or epistemic 

configurations within them. Problem-situations support and contextualize the 

mathematical activity; languages (symbols, notations, and graphics) may serve as 

tools for action; arguments justify the procedures and propositions embedded within 

the concepts.  Such a perspective is compatible with methodologies based upon 

critical mathematics education perspectives (Skovsmose &Valero, 2001).   

METHODOLOGY 

This proposal was conducted in the frame of the Master's Final Project (MFP) in a 

program of teacher training conducted at the University of Barcelona. In this paper, 

we draw on data collected concerning the tasks of type c   

We collected video-recorded observations of two sessions devoted to the interaction 

analysis and two sessions for ecological suitability analysis including two 

deliberative dialogues about family involvement and future teachers’ reflections at 

the end of the workshops. The sample includes two groups of 35 pre-service teachers. 



  

At the beginning, future teachers made many naive comments related to the role of 

interactions and norms when analysing classroom episodes and about the role of 

families when we talked about teacher interactions and norms. Before that, future 

teachers designed and implemented tasks to see mathematical objects and processes, 

showing constructs as cognitive and semiotic conflicts and epistemic obstacles. In 

doing so, a new criteria for valuing mathematical quality was introduced 

(mathematical richness of processes, coherence, analysing the errors, connectedness, 

etc.) (Giménez, Font & Vanegas & 2013). We use some case studies emphasizing the 

role of contextualisation against formalism, referring episodes from practicum 

experiences of previous future teachers.  

To observe the role of interactions, several episodes were analysed to describe types 

of norms (socio-mathematical, epistemic, or simply interactive norms. It was 

introduced the tools of ontosemiotic perspective for suitability criteria (Godino, 

2014). Two classes of measurement were analysed by using the model of Scott and 

Mortimer, not only looking for patterns of models of management, but describing the 

role of the teacher.  

For the purposes of this paper, we focus on analysing a school mathematical practice 

with the introduction of equations to have a first didactical analysis. We see the 

student conflicts, norms and interactions (Font, Planas & Godino, 2010). After that, 

we selected a professional task in which we start with the description of a school 

session where the teacher explains to a group of parents two ways to solve an 

equation with a single unknown (ax+b=c). The teacher uses the “balance” metaphor 

to solve the equation by searching the arithmetic solution by compensation processes.  

We frame the discussion with the pre-service teachers by presenting an episode of a 

group of parents participating in a mathematics workshop addressed to families. This 

workshop was oriented to teach them strategies in order to help their children to solve 

homework at home, as well as providing them resources (manipulative, handouts, 

etc.) to use them with their children. This is a regular way that parents use to become 

engaged in their children’s education (Hoover-Dempsey & Sandler, 1997).  

Figure 1. Two ways of solving equations 

In that episode the teacher was using the blackboard to explain two different common 

ways to solve equations (Figure 1). He was working [teaching] with 5 mothers and 1 



  

father. First, he asked the participants in the group how they would solve the equation 

2x+5=40-3x. The teacher wrote some participants’ procedures in the blackboard and 

a used a short debate for epistemic analysis purposes. We talk about mathematical 

objects and processes involved, relate this episode with a previous episode about 

equations analysed in a previous session, and identifying some potential cognitive 

conflicts. 

Then, he narrated how some teachers explain the same topic in the school and how to 

focus on meanings. He wrote this procedure on the blackboard (right side in the 

figure 1), alongside the participants’ solution. Two participants complained that they 

did not understand what the teacher was doing; they claimed that they feel confused 

One of them protested: “where are all these ‘fives’ coming from?” All participants 

claimed that was the first time for them to see the “balance” metaphor to solve 

equations.  

The teacher explained that, in order to eliminate the “five” in the expression 2x+5 

(written on the left side of the equation), and isolate the unknown, he needed to take 

away (“sacar” in Spanish version) “five” from both sides of the equal sign. “If not, 

the balance scales [in this case meaning the instrument] will lose its balance 

[meaning equilibrium]”. The teacher was using the metaphor of the balance scales to 

justify his answer as well as explaining the meaning of an equation and the solution 

process. After he had finished his explanation, the following dialogue took place:  

 

1 Teacher: What do you think? It is OK? 

2 Mothers: Yes… great (the mother who asked the question talks loader). 

3 Mother: It is ‘cos at home we did not understood it… 

4 Teacher  How come? 

5  Mother:  … at home I did not understand it in this way. This that you just  

6   explained to us, my daughter was telling me “Mum, we have to put 
this  

7   here!”, so I said: “where do you put it?” because I knew it [how to  

8   solve the equation] in the other way… the old way (moan in the  

9   background, like approving her words), and I was not able to  

10   understand it because there? was no explanation in the book [the 
textbook].  

11  Teacher:  But, now do you understand it better?  

12  Mother:  (voices of other mothers saying “yes”) more or less. What happens is  

13   that here it? is very easy [in the workshop]… but I… (she starts 
laughing  

14   and making with her hands showing that sometimes tasks are  

15   very difficult for her). mimics 

16  Teacher: …well… the other way is the same… but you must…  

17  Mother:  (at the same time) Now I understand, because, because…  

18  Teacher:  (at the same time)… for everyone…  



  

19  Mother: … she explains that she does it that way, and I did not know how to  

20   explain it…  

 

Parents use the procedure of moving all the “numbers” to one side of the equal sign, 

and the unknown to the opposite side. This was a regular teaching strategy used in 

textbooks of the seventies, to introduce the properties of equalities.  

The participants then discussed the features emerging from this episode. In the 

analysis of the didactic interactions, as well as the conflicts and norms, some claims 

about the role that families should play within the learning process at home emerged 

during the deliberative process; in fact, the pre-service teachers projected their own 

social representation about “family role in supporting their children’ learning 

process” within their own discourse. After that, it was discussed how parents interact 

with their children when solving mathematics items. “It was completely new for me” 

told a future teacher. “We are learning what it is an important mathematics 

consideration, but nobody explained us what happens at home. The difficulties are 

really the difference understanding, not the procedure” (FT 17). Using other episodes, 

the trainer discussed that the differences among parents and school, could interfere in 

children’s learning, because the  argument “My teacher taught me in a different way, 

so yours is wrong” could be used by individuals to justify an answer that is wrong, 

independently from the way used to get the result. 

We describe the future teachers change and behaviour by means of content analysis 

and social analysis by observing illocutionary assumptions and their role during the 

debate according Epstein (2011) ideas. The belief of the importance of the 

responsibility in family (and other community members) participation, as a 

democratic value, and the role of teacher in such an environment can be analysed 

through a theory of argumentation for Mathematics Education purposes (Garuti & 

Boero, 2002) and of decomposition of the speaker’s role (Krummheuer, 2007).  Here 

the speakers are future teachers when discussing about the role of parents, but also 

the parents in the episode. We see the global arguments, to observe commonalities, 

and local arguments about individual approaches.   

DISCUSSION 

As the practice of analysing episodes is not strong, many expected mathematical 

comments disappear with future teachers. Nevertheless, future teachers identify the 

consequences of the balance metaphor and take away procedure. For instance if you 

have negative numbers, you cannot remove. Thus cognitive analysis during training 

process seems not to be enough, but necessary.  

After presenting the episode, an interesting discussion among the pre-service teachers 

happened.  Some of them explained that when children are 13-14 years old, many 

families are no longer able to help their children to solve their homework tasks. 

“Many parents don’t remember how to solve equations”. One of the pre-service 

teachers (FT) claims: 



  

 

21 FT3: I would like to say that almost half of us have work with children, and 

22  all of us have met parents who say the same that this woman [in the  

23   video]; that they do not understand what we (as teachers) say, or that  

24   there is not communication at all. Thus, in the triangle [the triangle  

25   teacher-student-content] something is missing. In fact, you always 
must look for external help. 

 

After that, another of the pre-service teachers claimed: 

 

27  FT 5.   :  about this question… regarding the issue that a father or a mother who 

28    wants to help their child, and they see that it is like the Babel tower,  

29    right? That mathematics is like that… like I know how to solve the  

30    problem, but it is not like… this is the symbolic language… but why?  

31    If parents must adapt themselves to the new methodologies…  

32    Understand them is OK… I mean, to understand the method that your  

33    father used to explain the lesson to you?, and use it to solve the    
equations;  

34    but from the other side, it is also important to see that not always can 
we  

35    expect that teachers can see how parents solve [tasks] at home. We  

36    cannot be always that way in the classroom. What I see more  

37    complicated in the other issue: and it is something that happened to me  

38    once, because my father is a professor in the university, and some  

39    friends of us use to say that he is very good. So when I was child, and I  

40    went home, I used to tell my mom, I am going to work with him… and  

41    he used to say: hummm… hummmm… this way to explain things is  

42    very weird, the way we used years ago is better… and was forced to  

43    solve the tasks again and again (…) But a person is not a machine…  

44    Do we have to ask them to start studying again? Do they have to come  

45    back to the school to be able to understand the language we use in the  

46    school?  

 

As the discussion advanced, the deliberative process produces a change in the opinion 

of the participants in the session. They start to question the “norms” already accepted 

about the role that families must play in terms of their children’ mathematics 

learning. “It is important that parents can help the students, knowing what they are 

doing” (FT7) “parents must know about maths”(FT 14). When analysing the data, we 

identify a social network, because many people talk in the group, and respond to a 

previous statement, as a chain of arguments. Mathematics appear after some requests, 

never immediately.  



  

As global arguments, we found that some future teachers affirm that parents should 

not interfere within teachers’ work; they just have to do “their work”, which is “to 

make sure that their children attend school and do the homework every day.” Other 

participants disagreed with these types of claims.  

The conflict presented when discussing the episode, provokes a reaction against the 

role of a “parent” involved in school topics. Participants argued to include such kind 

of considerations in the definition of competences that teachers must develop / 

acquire in a teacher-training programme (to learn how to teach mathematics in 

middle and high school). One of the participants claims:  

 

47  FT 12:  (with experience working in high schools): Now that I saw that video, I  

48    would do many things differently. At least I would be more aware  

49    about what is the problem that parents have.  

 

In fact, deliberative democrats specifically accentuate the need of recognising 

mathematical properties as generalised processes. There is a need of arguing for 

convincing in a way that different views have to be adjusted or confronted by means 

of argumentation in order to decide our common destiny on mutually acceptable 

terms (Englund, 2006). This is what happens in the pre-service teacher debate, giving 

opportunities for qualitatively better deep understanding about how to best involve 

students and parents, and move beyond superficial comments about the issue. In fact, 

“the most important is not to help the parents to know how to solve the equations, but 

to understand that some of them do not understand the meaning of the metaphors that 

we use to explain” (FT 23).  

FINAL COMMENTS 

After three years of training experience, we found much evidence to suggest that 

future teachers really transform their attitude towards using a “didactical approach” to 

inform their [future] professional work as teachers.  

On the other hand, we recognized the final master degree programme as the starting 

point for developing research competency for future teachers including other type of 

aspects, in addition to the instrumental, epistemological and cognitive components of 

the “competence to teach mathematics”. In fact, it gives opportunities for students to 

learn and recognize problems related to their professional context. The results show 

that deliberative debates can improve didactical analysis, when analysing the quality 

of interactions of future teachers. It also improve knowledge about sociocultural and 

critical aspects of professional development (Skovsmose & Valero, 2001). 

Case study served not only for epistemic issues, but also for ecological suitability. 

The deliberate dialogue promoted during the professional task, contributes to 

problematize some of these social representations, opening possibilities to re-design 

the school mathematical tasks to include families’ points of view. 



  

In addition, future teachers need to spend adequate time to discuss the analysis of 

norms not only within mathematics classrooms, but also to understand out-of-school 

parental involvement. In summary, this study contributes to our understanding of 

some ecological variables that influence professional development. Even in the 

school practicum, future teachers learn from the debates during the Master in terms of 

amplifying the indicators of quality criteria (Godino, 2014) before the classroom 

practice. The future teachers reflect about mathematics classroom interactions in 

different ways. Following our research findings we intend to promote “didactical 

analysis” beyond the banality, considering classroom situations as an integral and 

dynamic system evolving in time, promoting autonomous mathematical thinking and 

independent validation of results as future teachers (Laborde, Perrin-Glorian, 

Sierpinska, 2005). 

NOTES 

This work was realized in the framework of projects EDU2015-65378-P and EDU2015-64646-P from the Ministry of 

Economy and Competitivity in Spain. 
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